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QSI IN A FEW WORDS
Quantum Strategy Institute is an international network of cross-domain
experts with a rich and varied expertise, sharing a passion for quantum
technologies. What brought us together was a vision and drive to
explore and further the understanding of the practical applications of
quantum computing across industries and to help bridge the white
space between potential and practicality.

Where Quantum Meets Business

OUR NORTH STAR
We are led by a purpose of demystifying quantum technology and
contributing to the development of a quantum mindset within the global
business community, sharing practical applications and offering
strategies for its successful adoption.



QSI MISSION
Quantum technology has the potential to revolutionize the way we
conduct business, live our lives and communicate. The intersection
between academia, research labs and our day-to-day world, however,
leaves an open space of speculation on the near and medium term
impact of quantum technologies. This dynamic makes it hard for
business leaders to understand where to start and what steps to take
for a smooth and sustainable transition towards optimizing quantum
potential.

Our mission is to smooth the intersection of scientific breakthroughs
and business applications, by creating an independent, technology-
agnostic platform that brings together research, education, business
strategy and principles, guiding businesses towards:
1.Understanding how quantum computing can help them achieve
business advantage
2.Strategically building quantum readiness
3.Taking steps towards integrating quantum computing in their
operations
4.The commercialization of quantum technologies 

OUR VISION
We aim to fuel the development of a quantum mindset in every part of
every business, though a global network of passionate quantum experts,
researchers and enthusiasts supporting the business community.
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As a business leader, quantum performance is just one
metric you would consider in making your QC decision. 
The most important factor is can quantum computers

supercharge your efforts?

BRIAN LENAHAN

Brian Lenahan is Founder & Chair of the Quantum Strategy
Institute, author of “Quantum Boost: Using Quantum Computing to
Supercharge Your Business", writes extensively on quantum
computing and artificial intelligence and is a quantum strategist,
working with companies to design unique quantum roadmaps. He
is a university instructor and former executive with a Top 10 North
American Bank. 

FOUNDER & CHAIR, QUANTUM STRATEGY
INSTITUTE

Brian Lenahan, Founder & Chair, Quantum Strategy Institute
excerpt from 'Quantum Boost' 

Brian, the visionary 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/brian-lenahan-innovation/


The stories behind the experts

DANIKA HANNON

Danika Hannon has worked internationally and domestically,
for non-profits and global corporations and has been in the
food and ag. industries, as well as finance and technology.
Since 2018, she has been strategically moving into the
quantum computing space. During that time, she: became a
leader of the Minnesota Quantum Computing Meetup,
completed a data science bootcamp, served on the Women
in Quantum Advisory Board, volunteered for a quantum
computing and AI startup called Boltz.ai and became a
Relationship Manager with Cambridge Quantum Computing.

DEPUTY HEAD, IQSD CHAIR
MATTHEW R. VERSAGGI 

Matthew R. Versaggi is a senior leader in the AI space with
Fortune-5 healthcare experience who possesses a unique blend
of business, technology, entrepreneurial, and academic
backgrounds; is an experienced public speaker, strategist and
mentor; and has international business experience.
Matthew has four university degrees and eight professional
certificates, including four in the quantum computing space. He
has also created an 8 1/2 month quantum training program for
software engineers in the healthcare space.

HEAD OF EDUCATION

ESPERANZA CUENCA GÓMEZ

Esperanza Cuenca Gómez is a digital transformation
enthusiast with more than 10 years of experience in banking
and consumer finance industries, focused on defining how
we do things differently (processes) and articulating how we
enable systems and people to do those new things
differently (change management).
Quantum mechanics have always fascinated Esperanza, so
in 2020 she decided to start studying quantum computing
and communications. As an engineer, she sees applied
science as a way to build new technologies, solve problems
and, ultimately, contribute to society.

HEAD OF CHANGE MANAGEMENT
JOE GHALBOUNI

Joe Ghalbouni has been an Associate Professor of Physics,
Lecturer and Researcher in Quantum Computing, Information &
Communication since 2013. His PhD thesis covered Quantum
Key Distribution (QKD): Multiuser distribution of entangled
photons pairs at telecommunications wavelength. Joe holds a
Masters degree in Physics from University of Western Brittany
and a PhD in Physics (with honors) from Telecom ParisTech.
In 2021, Joe Co-Founded Quantum Risk Advisory (QuRISK), a
Quantum startup that focuses on Quantum Risk Management,
Quantum Training and Awareness, and Quantum Software
Development.

HEAD OF RISK

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danikahannon
https://www.linkedin.com/in/versaggi/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/esperanza-cuenca-gomez/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joeghalbouni/


MIHAELA BURCEA

Mihaela is a marketing professional with a track record
ranging from supporting start-ups in launching their brand
strategies, to running digital advertising campaigns  and
creating testing frameworks for large international brands. 
As a Customer Experience Data Strategist, Mihaela has
worked with top UK brands in the automotive, telco and retail
industries, contributing to their strategic planning and
leveraging of data, delivering cross-channel insights and
participating in digital transformation projects.

HEAD OF MARKETING
IAN MASON

Ian Mason is a business and technology strategist, program
advisor, and content developer. He has spent more than two
decades as a consultant, advising senior executives on
corporate strategy, boards of directors on governance issues,
and product management and IT teams on the design and
delivery of complex technology-based services. 
Currently, Ian holds a Solutions Architect certification from
AWS, an Azure Data Scientist certification from Microsoft, and
is studying both machine learning engineering on Google Cloud
and quantum computing through Azure and IBM.

HEAD OF CLOUD

ANAHITA ZARDOSHTI

Anahita Zardoshti is passionate about understanding how
cutting-edge technology can be used to drive innovation and
deliver growth in various industries. She works in the insurance
industry as a data scientist and previously worked in the
Innovation team at Lloyd’s of London, where she was involved
in horizon scanning for emerging risks and where she authored
the Lloyd’s report on the impacts of quantum computing on
insurance. 
Anahita is also a Leader at Quantum London, where she works
to help communicate the business impacts of quantum
computing to professionals across different sectors.

HEAD OF INDUSTRY VERTICALS
AMRITA MANZARI

Amrita Manzari has 7+ years of experience in Healthcare and
Insurance Industry as an IT professional. Her career has
been more of a transformation journey, starting as an
Automation Engineer and switching to Quantum Computing,
driven by a passion to pursue research in Quantum Field. 
As part of her current role as Associate Manager Software
Engineering in United Health Group, Amrita is responsible for
handling teams, designing software, working on strategy for
modernization projects, research and development in
Machine Learning and Product Delivery. She has diverse
experience in the Insurance and Healthcare Industry with
hands-on experience in multiple technology stacks.

HEAD OF AI & QML

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mihaela-burcea/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/iangmason/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anahita-zardoshti/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amrita-manzari-68b3748b/


QSI is powered by a Board of Directors

BERT KAMINSKI

Bert Kaminski is a seasoned legal counsel in the technology industry, specializing
in advanced and emerging fields such as cloud computing, internet of things,
artificial intelligence, data science & machine learning. Bert is a frequent public
speaker on these topics, and has served as a senior advisor to all levels of
business and executive management in leading technology companies, such as
Google, GE Digital and Oracle. Bert serves as a Board Advisor to SafePorter LLC, a
technology company specializing in privacy-centric data analytics and tools for
diversity and inclusion tracking. Bert leads the Technology Law committee of the
New Jersey chapter of the Association of Corporate Counsel (ACC) and previously
served on the chapter’s board of directors and as its President.  
As a Director within Google’s legal organization, Bert leads a team that supports
commercial enterprise transactions for key industry segments of Google Cloud,
including financial services, healthcare and the public sector. 

DIRECTOR - LEGAL, GOOGLE CLOUD
PAUL LIPMAN
PRESIDENT OF QUANTUM
COMPUTING, COLDQUANTA

SASHA GRUJICIC

Sasha is an award-winning technology and strategy executive who works with
Fortune 500 companies to deliver exponential growth powered by the new, digital
economy. He has worked the world over integrating the worlds of technology,
business, policy, media and ideology to develop lasting solutions that balance
societal, human and financial impact. Actively working on solutions that range
from the future of advanced and quantum computing, Machine Learning and AI,
global corporate transformations and new product development, Sasha has
worked with some of the world’s biggest companies from London, New York,
Paris, Boston and Toronto. Sasha also served as an editor and interviewer at the
Lab Magazine where he develops features with the world’s greatest intellectuals
like Noam Chomsky and Amy Goodman.

CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER, 1QBIT & FOUNDER
OF COMPLICATED THINGS

THOMAS PARK

Thomas Park is the co-founder and lead partner of the BDC Deep Tech Fund, a VC
fund focused on supporting Canadian start-ups developing “hard tech” such as
quantum computers, photonics, and fundamental AI. Previously, he was the Vice-
President, Operations & Ecosystem Development at BDC Capital where he
managed all operational and strategic issues related to the venture capital and
private equity investments. Tom is an alum of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
and McKinsey & Co. He currently sits on a number of boards including the
Canadian Venture Capital and Private Equity Association, the McGill University’s
Global Health Programs International Advisory Board, Ryerson University’s Faculty
of Engineering and Architectural Science’s Dean’s Advisory Council and the Banff
Forum. Thomas was recognized as one of Canada’s outstanding young leaders in
the Top 40 under 40 in 2017.

PARTNER BDC DEEP TECH FUND

Paul Lipman is President of Quantum Computing at ColdQuanta,
where he leads the team building one of the world’s most useful
quantum computers. Paul previously led multiple successful
cybersecurity companies to exit as CEO and has extensive experience
leading complex global organizations and transforming cultures, sales
execution and innovation delivery. He has an MBA from Stanford’s
Graduate School of Business, and a BSc in Physics from the Victoria
University of Manchester, England.



Email
inquiries@quantumstrategyinstitute.com

Website
www.quantumstrategyinstitute.com

Social Media
@quantum-strategy-institute

Get in touch with us

@quantumstrategyinstitute

@QSI_ThinkTank

We look forward to connecting!

Would you like to discuss a research topic?
 

Are you a business looking for advice on
 integrating QC in your roadmap? 

 
Or a media outlet looking for more information?

 
Perhaps a Quantum Technologies vendor

looking to expand your network?
 

Or simply would like to drop us a message?

https://www.linkedin.com/company/quantum-strategy-institute/
https://twitter.com/QSI_ThinkTank
https://medium.com/@quantumstrategyinstitute


WWW.QUANTUMSTRATEGYINSTITUTE.COM

https://quantumstrategyinstitute.com/

